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Thank you extremely much for downloading Atlas Of Fish Histology.Most likely you have knowledge that, people have see numerous period for their favorite books following this Atlas Of Fish Histology, but stop up in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good ebook later than a cup of coffee in the afternoon, then again they juggled subsequently some harmful virus inside their computer. Atlas Of Fish Histology is available in our digital library an online entry to it is set as public correspondingly you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in merged
countries, allowing you to get the most less latency era to download any of our books as soon as this one. Merely said, the Atlas Of Fish Histology is universally compatible subsequent to any devices to read.

FISH HISTOLOGY DOAA M. MOKHTAR 2021
Chemotherapy and Aquatic Therapeutics A. Uma 2020-11-02 This book deals with different kinds of chemotherapeutants that can be used in the treatment of diseases affecting
fish. The mechanism of action behind every therapeutic agent is explained clearly for a better understanding of the basics of the drugs. Effective treatment would be
achieved by proper delivery of the compounds at the right time. Different drug delivery methods to be practiced on farm are also deliberated in detail. This book will be
immensely helpful to the fisheries students at the undergraduate and post graduate level and scholars pursuing research in the area of aquatic animal health management.
Note: T& F does not sell or distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
Fish Parasites James E. Bron 2021-08-31 This high quality and authoritative book answers questions on how aquatic animal diseases can be properly prevented, identified,
monitored, treated and managed.
Reproduction in Aquatic Animals Manabu Yoshida 2020-03-25 This book provides an up-to-date overview of the various reproductive systems of a variety of aquatic animals,
from invertebrates to fishes. While all terrestrial animals use internal fertilization, aquatic animals have diverse reproductive systems. Some are internal fertilizers
with or without mating, but many perform external fertilization. Because of this diversity, the reproductive systems of aquatic animals represent excellent models for the
study of adaptive evolution and the species specificity of fertilization. In addition, many aquatic animals, including fish, crustaceans, and mollusks, are important as
fishery and aquaculture resources. In this book, up-and-coming researchers examine reproductive systems in representative aquatic animals, covering both the basic knowledge
and late-breaking results. Reproduction in Aquatic Animals: From Basic Biology to Aquaculture Technology will be of interest to graduate and postgraduate students in
biology and agricultural sciences, as well as to researchers and technicians in the fields of reproductive biology and fishery science and to non-academics.
Microscopic Anatomy of Salmonids William T. Yasutake 1983
Atlas of Animal Anatomy and Histology Péter Lőw 2016-05-03 This atlas presents the basic concepts and principles of functional animal anatomy and histology thereby
furthering our understanding of evolutionary concepts and adaptation to the environment. It provides a step-by-step dissection guide with numerous colour photographs of the
animals featured. It also presents images of the major organs along with histological sections of those organs. A wide range of interactive tutorials gives readers the
opportunity to evaluate their understanding of the basic anatomy and histology of the organs of the animals presented.
Junqueira's Basic Histology Luiz Carlos Uchôa Junqueira 2013-05-01 The histology text the medical field turns to first -- authoritative, concise, beautifully illustrated,
and completely up-to-date More than 600 full-color illustrations For more than three decades, Junquiera's Basic Histology has been unmatched in its ability to explain the
relationship between cell and tissue structure with their function in the human body. Updated to reflect the latest research in the field and enhanced with more than 600
full-color illustrations, the thirteenh edition of Junqueira's represents the most comprehensive and modern approach to understanding medical histology available anywhere.
Comparative Anatomy and Histology Piper M. Treuting 2017-08-29 The second edition of Comparative Anatomy and Histology is aimed at the new rodent investigator as well as
medical and veterinary pathologists who need to expand their knowledge base into comparative anatomy and histology. It guides the reader through normal mouse and rat
anatomy and histology using direct comparison to the human. The side by side comparison of mouse, rat, and human tissues highlight the unique biology of the rodents, which
has great impact on the validation of rodent models of human disease. Offers the only comprehensive source for comparing mouse, rat, and human anatomy and histology through
over 1500 full-color images, in one reference work Enables human and veterinary pathologists to examine tissue samples with greater accuracy and confidence Teaches
biomedical researchers to examine the histologic changes in their model rodents Experts from both human and veterinary fields take readers through each organ system in a
side-by-side comparative approach to anatomy and histology - human Netter anatomy images along with Netter-style rodent images
Fish Behavior 1 Jacques Brusle 2020-04-09 Advances in underwater exploration, in situ observation of fish populations, as well as the development of cutting-edge
technologies, provide modern insights into behaviors and strategies of fish, whose cognitive abilities have long been underestimated and undervalued. Fish Behavior 1
presents current knowledge about fish biology, ecology and ethology. In light of the most recent scientific work, this book examines the habitats exploited by fish, as well
as the strategies and tactics they have adopted regarding the occupation of available territories. It also addresses communication issues between individuals during social
interactions. This book is intended for researchers, teachers, master's and doctoral students in biology and biogeography, engineers and technicians responsible for the
development and protection of natural environments and public aquariums, in addition to aquaculturists, fishermen, environmentalists and ecologists.
Clinical Guide to Fish Medicine Catherine Hadfield 2021-08-31 Clinical Guide to Fish Medicine Designed as a practical resource, Clinical Guide to Fish Medicine provides an
evidence-based approach to the veterinary care of fish. This guide—written and edited by experts in the field—contains essential information on husbandry, diagnostics, and
case management of bony and cartilaginous fish. This important resource: Provides clinically relevant information on topics such as anatomy, water quality, life-support
systems, nutrition, behavioral training, clinical examination, clinical pathology, diagnostic imaging, necropsy techniques, anesthesia and analgesia, surgery, medical
treatment, and transport Describes common presenting problems of fish, including possible differentials and practical approaches Reviews key information on non-infectious
and infectious diseases of fish in a concise format that is easily accessible in a clinical setting Written for veterinarians, biologists, technicians, specialists, and
students, Clinical Guide to Fish Medicine offers a comprehensive review of veterinary medicine of fish.
Neuroanatomy of the Zebrafish Brain Mario F. Wulliman 2012-12-06
Atlas of Trout Histology Bettina Galer Anderson 1974
Atlas of Fish Histology Franck Genten 2009 Histology is the discipline of biology that involves the microscopic examination of thin stained tissue sections in order to
study their structure and correlate it with function. Histology can detect signs of disease not easily recognized on gross examination and can therefore be of interest in
fish health supervision. The aim of this volume is to present a general reference guide providing an extensive set of histological images of fishes (about 40 species). This
atlas is designed for use by students and researchers, biologists, ichthyologists, fish farmers, veterinarians working in fisheries and, of course, by comparative
histologists who want to learn more about the fish world.
Atlas of Fish Histology Franck Genten 2009 Many books emphasize the pathological histology of fish, but this volume fills a gap in the literature by focusing on normal fish
histology. A general reference guide, it provides an extensive set of histological images of fish, discussing approximately 40 species. The book presents histology as a
discipline--including its methodology and techniques--and its goals of investigating the structure and function of tissue samples. By histologically examining the normal
physiology of fish tissue, scientists can gain insight into signs of disease not easily recognized on gross examination.
Handbook of Pathogens and Diseases in Cephalopods Camino Gestal 2019-03-07 The aim of this open access book is to facilitate the identification and description of the
different organs as well as pathogens and diseases affecting the most representative species of cephalopods focussed on Sepia officinalis, Loligo vulgaris and Octopus
vulgaris. These species are valuable ‘morphotype’ models and belong to the taxonomic groups Sepioidea, Myopsida and Octopoda, which include most of the species with a high
market value and aquaculture potential. The study is based on photographs at macroscopic and histological level in order to illustrate the role of the most important
pathogens and related diseases from the view of a pathological diagnosis. The reader is able to familiarize with functional anatomy, necropsy and general histology of
adults and paralarvae, as well as with the identification of different pathogens and pathologies. This work is thus an invaluable guide for the diagnosis of cephalopod
diseases. Besides including pathogens for non-European cephalopod species, it also provides a useful contribution encouraging marine pathologists, parasitologists,
veterinarians and those involved in fishery sanitary assessments, aquarium maintenance and aquaculture practices aiming to increase their knowledge about the pathology of
cephalopods.
Human Microanatomy Stephen A. Stricker 2022-02-09 Human Microanatomy is a comprehensive histology text that analyzes human structure and function from the subcellular to
organ level of organization. In addition to emphasizing medically relevant information, each chapter considers developmental and evolutionary aspects of microanatomy while
also using celebrity medical histories to help provide real-world context for accompanying descriptions of normal histology. The book is richly illustrated with over 1400
full-color micrographs and drawings assembled into cohesive groupings with detailed captions to help elucidate key histological concepts. Text illustrations are further
supplemented by hundreds of other light and electron micrographs available in a free digital atlas covering a broad spectrum of microanatomy. Each text chapter also
includes a preview, pictorial summary, and self-study quiz to highlight and review essential elements of histology. By incorporating features like medical histories,
biological correlates, and various study aids, Human Microanatomy provides an appealing and informative treatment of histology for readers who are interested in the
structural bases of cell, tissue, and organ functioning. KEY FEATURES: Uses celebrity medical histories to help provide context for descriptions of normal histology
Supplements medically relevant information with developmental and evolutionary correlates of microanatomy Contains 1400+ full-color micrographs and drawings that illustrate
a wide range of histological features Offers free access to an ancillary online atlas with hundreds of additional light and electron micrographs Includes helpful study aids
such as chapter previews, pictorial summaries, and self-study quizzes Presents a novel and comprehensive account of the structure and function of human cells, tissues, and
organs
The Histology of Fishes Krzysztof Formicki 2019-10-08 The book is a multi-authored book of 18 chapters comprising the state of the art work of all relevant topics on modern
fish histology from 28 authors from ten countries. The topics include Introduction to Histological Techniques, Integument, Fish Skeletal Tissues, Muscular System, Structure
and Function of Electric Organs, Digestive System, Glands of the Digestive Tract, Swim Bladder, Kidney, Ovaries and Eggs, Egg Envelopes, Testis Structure, Spermatogenesis,
and Spermatozoa in Teleost Fishes, Cardiovascular System and Blood, Immune System of Fish, Gills: Respiration and Ionic-Osmoregulation, Sensory Organs, Morphology and
Ecomorphology of the Fish Brain, and Endocrine System. Structural and functional aspects are treated and in a comparative way fish diversity at various taxonomic levels is
integrated.
An Atlas of Fish Histology Fumio Takashima 1995
Fisheries Management Ian Wellby 2010-05-10 Fisheries Management is a beautifully-produced full colour guide to the management of still-water coarse fisheries. Carefully
compiled by three leading specialists, who each draw on many years’ experience, this book is an essential purchase for all still water coarse fisheries managers. The
correct management of still waters and their fisheries is vital to ensure environmental protection and an appropriate level of stocking densities of healthy fish. This new
book provides the reader with the necessary information to achieve these goals. The book's first part covers the ecology of still waters and includes succinct and userfriendly information on physical and chemical processes, nutrient cycles, energy movements, trophic levels, bacteria, plants, invertebrates, fish, disease-causing
organisms, mammals and birds. Part two provides in depth, but easily assimilated cutting edge information, on how a still-water fishery should be set up, developed and
successfully managed. Coverage includes development, preparation and construction; stock assessment and invertebrate survey; control of water quality, aquatic plants,
erosion, predators and nuisance species; management of the impact of climate change; fish disease and biosecurity; control of fishing activities, fish nutrition, fishery
enhancement and condition improvement, and general administration. The final part of this excellent manual covers legal and social frameworks including general and
environmental legislation, direct fisheries-related legislation, and agencies and organizations. Fisheries Management provides fishery managers with an invaluable,
practical tool which none should be without. Students studying fisheries biology, fisheries management and aquatic sciences will find this a very useful learning resource,
as will all those who are considering buying or building and setting up lakes for fisheries. All libraries in universities, research establishments and government agencies
where fisheries and biological sciences are studied and taught should have copies of this landmark publication on their shelves. Editor and authors with many years’
practical experience Vital and commercially important information for fisheries managers A useful reference source for upper level students and academics Covers an
important multi-million pound industry across many countries
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Comparative Veterinary Histology with Clinical Correlates Elizabeth Aughey 2001-02-15 Organized by body-system, this highly illustrated volume covers the normal
histological appearance of tissues in a wide range of animals, both domestic and exotic species, with relevant clinical correlates emphasizing the need to appreciate the
normal in order to recognize the abnormal. The breadth of coverage—farm animals, dogs, cats, horses, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and fish—and the integration of normal and
abnormal tissue provide a reference of lasting value to veterinary students, veterinary practitioners, and pathologists.
Fish Parasites Patrick T. K. Woo 2012 Focusing on pathobiology and protective strategies against protozoan and metazoan parasites of fish, this book reviews the latest
research on important parasites: those that cause financial hardships to the aquaculture industry, have been introduced to new geographical regions through transportation
of infected fish, are pathogenic to groups of finfish and detrimental to production, are highly adaptable and not host-specific with worldwide distributions, and that may
serve as disease models for studies on other pathogens. It also highlights gaps in the knowledge to help direct future research.
ATLAS OF FISH HISTOLOGY 1998
Systemic Pathology of Fish Hugh W. Ferguson 2006 This is a veterinary pathology text of diseases in fish. A histopathological description and atlas of normal and diseased
tissues in common species of fish that are found in a range of environments, both freshwater and marine and from farmed, aquarium and wild situations.
Fish Pathology Ronald J. Roberts 2012-03-06 Fish Pathology is the definitive, classic and essential bookon the subject, providing in-depth coverage across all majoraspects
of fish pathology. This new, fully updated and expanded fourth edition builds uponthe success of the previous editions which have made FishPathology the best known and most
respected book in the field,worldwide.Commencing with a chapter covering the aquaticenvironment, the book provides comprehensive details of the anatomyand physiology of
teleosts, pathophysiology and sytematicphysiology, immunology, neoplasia, virology, parasitology,bacteriology, mycology, nutritional pathology and othernon-infectious
diseases. A final chapter provides extremely usefuldetails of the most widely-used and trusted laboratory methods inthe area. Much new infomation is included in this new
edition,including enhanced coverage of any diseases which have becomecommercially significant since publication of the previousedition Beautifully illustrated in full
colour throughout with manyexceptional photographs, Fish Pathology, Fourth Edition, isan essential purchase for fish pathologists, fish veterinarians,biologists,
microbiologists and immunologists, including all thoseworking in diagnostic services worldwide. Personnel working in fishfarming and fisheries will also find much of great
use and interestwithin the book's covers. All libraries in universities andresearch establishments where biological and veterinary sciencesare studied and taught should
have copies of this landmarkpublication on their shelves.
Atlas of Hematopathology Faramarz Naeim 2012-12-31 As the definitive diagnostic atlas of the diseases of the hematopoietic system, the Atlas of Hematopathology appeals to a
wide range of people who are being trained in a variety of medical fields or practicing as non-hematopathologists, and therefore, are looking for a book which can provide
information in a clear, focused format, with no excessive text or details. The atlas offers effective guidance in evaluating specimens from the lymph nodes, bone marrow,
spleen, and peripheral blood, enabling clinicians to deliver more accurate and actionable pathology reports. Practicing physicians and those in pathology and hematology
training also gain a better understanding of the nature of hematologic disorders and improve their diagnostic skills along the way. Taking a unique multi-disciplinary
approach, the book covers conventional histopathology and cytopathology, as well as all important complementary diagnostic tests, such as immunophenotyping
(immunohistochemical stains and flow cytometry), karyotyping, FISH and DNA/molecular studies. It offers concise textual and extensive visual coverage of both neoplastic and
non-neoplastic hematology disorders, with the neoplastic hematology sections presented according to the most recent WHO classifications. There is also an introduction to
the normal structures of hematopoietic tissues and the various multidisciplinary techniques. The atlas contains more than 900 high-quality color images that mirror the
findings that fellows and clinicians encounter in practice. It provides information in a quick, simple and user-friendly manner, attracting those who are in training or are
not considered experts in the field. Residents, fellows, practicing clinicians, and researchers in pathology, hematology, hematology/oncology, as well as graduate students
in pathology and other clinicians workings in clinical hematology laboratories will all find it useful. Saves clinicians and researchers time in quickly accessing the very
latest details on the diverse clinical and scientific aspects of hematopathology, as opposed to searching through thousands of journal articles For clinicians, fellows, and
residents, correct diagnosis (and therefore correct treatment) of diseases depends on a strong understanding of the molecular basis for the disease – hematologists,
pathologists, oncologists, and other clinicians will benefit from this clear, focused, annotated format Companion web site features over 900 images from the book!
Nutrient Requirements of Fish and Shrimp National Research Council 2011-05-25 Aquaculture now supplies half of the seafood and fisheries products consumed worldwide and is
gaining international significance as a source of food and income. Future demands for seafood and fisheries products can only be met by expanded aquaculture production.
Such production will likely become more intensive and will depend increasingly on nutritious and efficient aquaculture feeds containing ingredients from sustainable
sources. To meet this challenge, Nutrient Requirements of Fish and Shrimp provides a comprehensive summary of current knowledge about nutrient requirements of fish and
shrimp and supporting nutritional science. This edition incorporates new material and significant updates to information in the 1993 edition. It also examines the practical
aspects of feeding of fish and shrimp. Nutrient Requirements of Fish and Shrimp will be a key resource for everyone involved in aquaculture and for others responsible for
the feeding and care of fish and shrimp. It will also aid scientists in developing new and improved approaches to satisfy the demands of the growing aquaculture industry.
A Practical Guide to the Histology of the Mouse Cheryl L. Scudamore 2014-02-10 A Practical Guide to the Histology of the Mouse provides a full-colour atlas of mouse
histology. Mouse models of disease are used extensively in biomedical research with many hundreds of new models being generated each year. Complete phenotypic analysis of
all of these models can benefit from histologic review of the tissues. This book is aimed at veterinary and medical pathologists who are unfamiliar with mouse tissues and
scientists who wish to evaluate their own mouse models. It provides practical guidance on the collection, sampling and analysis of mouse tissue samples in order to maximize
the information that can be gained from these tissues. As well as illustrating the normal microscopic anatomy of the mouse, the book also describes and explains the common
anatomic variations, artefacts associated with tissue collection and background lesions to help the scientist to distinguish these changes from experimentally- induced
lesions. This will be an essential bench-side companion for researchers and practitioners looking for an accessible and well-illustrated guide to mouse pathology. Written
by experienced pathologists and specifically tailored to the needs of scientists and histologists Full colour throughout Provides advice on sampling tissues, necropsy and
recording data Includes common anatomic variations, background lesions and artefacts which will help non-experts understand whether histologic variations seen are part of
the normal background or related to their experimental manipulation
Krause's Essential Human Histology for Medical Students William J. Krause 2005 Designed not only as a reference textbook but also as a tool for students preparation for
USMLE examinations, this book follows the traditional and logical sequence of cells to tissues to organs, the discussion on mitosis, the discussion on meiosis, and a
consideration of the reproductive systems and has learning units and vocabulary.
Parasites of Marine Fish and Cephalopods Sven Klimpel 2019-05-06 This textbook provides a comprehensive, reliable and practical guide to the dissection and parasitological
examination of marine fish and cephalopods. The first part provides a general introduction, presenting basic information on: parasitology, ecology of the marine
environment, history and methods of fisheries and aquaculture, as well as the ecology of marine fish and cephalopods and the impact of parasites on hosts. In turn, the
second part provides general information on the morphology and anatomy of marine fish and cephalopods using the example of abundant morphotypes (including e.g. habitus
photos of the body cavity and internal organs). The third part covers the relevant parasitic groups, their ecology (e.g. lifecycles, transmission), related diseases, and
detection. The fourth part, a comprehensive methods section, provides essential protocols and applications of common dissection methods (for roundfish, flatfish and
cephalopods) and stomach content analyses, as well as parasite preservation, preparation and molecular identification. Basic calculations of the most common infection and
ecological parameters are also introduced. The book’s fifth and final part provides information on health risks associated with fish and cephalopod consumption, as well as
the prevention of human infection through the correct handling and processing of fish samples. The appendix provides e.g. blank sheets for recording fish dissections and
parasitological examinations.
Histology Atlas, Normal Structure of Salmonids Anil B. Amin 1992
Systemic Pathology of Fish Hugh William Ferguson 1989-01-01
Color Atlas of Veterinary Histology William J. Bacha 2000-06-16 This updated edition offers some significant revisions designed to increase its usefulness for veterinary
and veterinary technician students. These include: expanded introductory text for each chapter; expanded legends on a selective basis throughout the book; views at higher
magnification; twenty new color figures; detailed Glossary of Terms.
Encyclopedia of Aquarium & Pond Fish David Alderton 2008-06-02 A lavishly illustrated reference covering all aspects ofkeeping fish, the Encyclopedia of Aquarium & Pond
Fish is the first bookon the market to provide care and identification information on all types of fish for every possible environment, from indoor aquariums to outdoor
ponds. The book contains a directory of over 800 of the most popular fish—freshwater, saltwater, coldwater, and tropical—showing not only what each fish looks like, but
what food they eat, which species they can cohabit with, how big they grow, and much more.
Color Atlas of Xenopus laevis Histology Allan F. Wiechmann 2011-06-27 The Color Atlas of "Xenopus laevis" Histology provides the first central source on the microscopic
anatomy of cells, tissues, and major organs of the adult South African clawed frog, Xenopus laevis. For many years, X. laevis has been a highly popular experimental animal
model in many areas of research. The recent development of transgenic Xenopus technology offers the promise that this animal model will be utilized more than ever before.
The purpose of this book is to provide the active researcher with a central source of high quality light microscopic color images of the tissues of X. laevis, to aid in the
identification of the cells and tissues of interest.
Pacific War Remembered John T. Mason Jr. 2013-07-31 In this remarkable oral history collection, thirty-three participants in the turbulent epic that began with the day of
infamy at Pearl Harbor and ended with the signing of the surrender documents in Tokyo Harbor tell their stories. Their remembrances of heartbreak, frustration, heroism,
hope, and triumph were collected over a period of twenty-five years by John T. Mason. Their recollections reveal perspectives and facts not included in traditional works of
history. Each selection, introduced with a preface that places it in the context of the Pacific War, takes the reader behind the scenes to present the personal, untold
stories of naval history. Included are Admiral William S. Sullivan's account of the problems involved in clearing Manila Harbor of some five hundred wrecked vessels left by
the departing Japanese and Admiral Thomas C. Kinkaid's description of the communications breakdown at the Battle of Leyte Gulf. There are also the very personal
recollections of humor and horror told by the unknown actors in the war: the hospital corpsman, the coxswain, and the machinist's mate. Originally published in 1986, this
volume is an unusual and lasting tribute to the ingenuity and teamwork demonstrated by America's forces in the Pacific as well as a celebration of the human spirit
Color Atlas of Cytology, Histology, and Microscopic Anatomy Wolfgang Kühnel 2003 This fully revised and updated fourth edition contains 745 full-colour illustrations on
histology and cytology. Superb, high-quality microphotographs and pathologic stains are accompanied by legends, informative texts and numerous cross-references.
Invertebrate Histology Elise E. B. LaDouceur 2021-01-08 The first comprehensive reference to invertebrate histology Invertebrate Histology is a groundbreaking text that
offers a comprehensive review of histology in invertebrates. Designed for use by anyone studying, diagnosing, or researching invertebrates, the book covers all major
taxonomic groups with details of the histologic features, with color photographs and drawings that clearly demonstrate gross anatomy and histology. The authors, who are
each experts in the histology of their respective taxa, bring together the most recent information on the topic into a single, complete volume. An accessible resource, each
chapter focuses on a single taxonomic group with salient gross and histologic features that are clearly described in the text and augmented with color photographs and
greyscale line drawings. The histologic images are from mostly hematoxylin and eosin stained microscopic slides showing various organ systems at high and low magnification.
In addition, each chapter provides helpful tips for invertebrate dissection and information on how to process invertebrates for histology. This important book: Presents
detailed information on histology of all major groups of invertebrates Offers a user-friendly text that is organized by taxonomic group for easy reference Features highquality color photographs and drawings, with slides showing histology and gross photographs to demonstrate anatomy Provides details on invertebrate dissection and
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processing invertebrates for histology Written for veterinary pathologists, biologists, zoologists, students, and other scientists studying these species, Invertebrate
Histology offers the most updated information on the topic written by over 20 experts in the field.
The Zebrafish Joseph A. Holden 2013-01-21 A full-color photomicrographic atlas allowing rapid and accurate identification of zebrafish anatomic structures at both the gross
and microscopic level.
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A Colour Atlas of Salmonid Diseases David W. Bruno 2013-09-09 Salmonids have widespread economic and environmental importance. Correct identification and understanding of
their diseases are therefore vital if valuable stocks are to be maintained. This volume provides a practical guide and an aid to disease recognition. This is an updated and
extended version of the first publication in 1996 and contains around 400 high quality colour photomicrographs.
Histology of the Striped Bass David B. Groman 1982
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